Make an impression worldwide

Would you like to develop your presentation skills? Why not enter an IET presentation competition for students and young professionals in your local area? You can win a INR 13000/9000 cash prize and travel around the world!

If you are a student, apprentice, or a young professional aged between 18-25 years, this is your chance to compete for various cash prizes in local, national and international events, which includes the fantastic prize of £1000 at the London International final!

To win all you have to do is give a 10-minute presentation on an engineering or technology related subject and be prepared to answer a further 5 minutes of questions.

To make it even easier, it is perfectly acceptable to use your final year project presentation, a presentation from your graduate scheme or any other presentation which you already have. …Yes, it really is that simple!

Venue: STES'S SKN College of Engineering, Pune.
Department of E&TC, PG Section.

Date: 08 March 2015  Time: 8:30 AM

For more information about your local heat, please contact

Name: Dr. S. K. Shah / Prof. P. S. Kokare
Via: iet.patw15.skncoe@gmail.com, 09850539362
Or visit: www.sinhgad.edu

Follow us on
www.facebook.com/PATW.IET
#IETPATW

www.theiet.org/patw
About the competition

- Entry to the competition is free.
- Participants should submit Abstract of their presentation on or before 28th February 2015.
- Individual competitors give a presentation for 10 minutes on a subject related to engineering and technology and to answer questions for a further five minutes.
- To make it even easier, it is perfectly acceptable to use your final year project presentation, a presentation from your graduate scheme or any other presentation which you already have.
- First and runner-up positions are awarded by cash prize of INR 22000 /-
- Participation certificates are given to every participant.
- Applicants must be between 18 and 26 years old but may come from all walks of engineering life: students, recent graduates, apprentices and young professionals. The competition is open to both IET members and non-members alike.
- The emphasis is on the presenter's presentation skills rather than technical content, enabling competitors at varying levels of their studies or career to participate on an equal footing.
- The presentations are given in front of an audience and judges. There will be three judges who will assess the presentations then decide on a winner and runner-up.
- The competition takes place throughout the world and starts at IET Local Network (LN) level. Winners of all the LN heats progress to the next stage(s) of the competition. Winners give the same presentation at each stage of the competition, thereby enhancing their presentation skills and improving their confidence at responding to questions.
- For further information, please email: iet.patw15.skncoe@gmail.com
Summary of competition stages:

- University level: student groups, open entry
- Local Network competition: open entry, should include student group winners
- National (Area) competition: winners of LN competitions (Local Networks may run this level if there are many LNs in one country)
- Regional competition: winners of LN or National (Area) competitions
- Global final: 5 regional winners.

The five PATW Regional Finals are as follows:

- United Kingdom
- The Americas
- Asia Pacific
- South Asia
- Europe, Middle East and Africa

- Winners should give the same presentation at each stage of the competition, enhancing their presentation skills and improving their confidence at responding to questions.
- The winners of the 5 regional finals go on to compete in the global final, which usually takes place in November.
- It starts with a presentation at a local event and ends with a presentation at a global final plus a chance to win up to £1,000.

- For additional information refer link:
  
  [http://conferences.theiet.org/patw/organise/index.cfm](http://conferences.theiet.org/patw/organise/index.cfm)